
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

LG’S NEW TOP-CONTROL DISHWASHER DELIVERS CLEAN & 
DRY IN JUST ONE HOUR 

Leveraging LG’s QuadWash Pro and Dynamic Heat Dry Technology,  
LG’s Latest Dishwasher Innovation Offers Fastest Clean Yet 

ORLANDO, Fla., Feb. 8, 2022 — This year at the Kitchen & Bath Industry Show, LG 

Electronics is bringing new life to the dishwashing  category with the introduction of 

an all-new top-control dishwasher – featuring QuadWash Pro™ and Dynamic Heat 

Dry™ technologies – designed with a multitude of engineering enhancements to offer 

consumers smarter cleaning innovation and the ultimate convenience.  

With a dynamic combination of LG’s QuadWash Pro and Dynamic Heat Dry 

technologies, the new top-control dishwasher delivers a rapid and sparkling clean in just 

one hour, making this new model one of the most effective, time-efficient, and 

aesthetically elegant dishwashers.  

“Consumers are spending more time at home than ever before, and a lot of that time is 

being spent in the kitchen, which means more cooking and more dishwashing,” said 

Brandt Varner, vice president of product management, home appliances, LG Electronics 

USA. “To continue providing consumers with solutions to make life at home easier, LG 

upgraded the dishwasher with cutting-edge technology for thorough washing and drying 

in less time, delivering even more flexibility and convenience in the kitchen.” 

Powerful Performance for a Deeper Clean 

TrueSteam® at the start of the cycle penetrates caked-on foods, while QuadWash Pro 

technology uses improved, high-pressure jets to power-clean from multiple angles while 

soaking dishes with microbubble-infused water to breakdown the heaviest of soiling, 

delivering maximum cleaning coverage every time. 
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Drier Dishes in Less Time 

Following a thorough wash, LG’s innovative Dynamic Heat Dry technology delivers 

faster, more complete drying of dishes, glasses, utensils, containers and more with 

circulated heated dry air so they are ready for storage or the table right off the rack.  

Plus, with TrueSteam, users don’t have to worry about leftover spots on their dishes. 

The four powerful steam jets on the door, plus additional jets on the interior top and 

bottom, deliver powerful steam at the start of the cycle to penetrate caked-on foods. At 

the end, steam helps super-heat the interior for drier, sparkling dishes and glassware.   

Convenient Design  

The height-adjustable third rack holds more items so users save time and wash fewer 

loads – and it's perfect for everything from flatware and long-handled utensils to small 

espresso cups. The glide rail and ball-bearing wheel design ensures smoother loading 

and unloading and allows even your heaviest dish loads to glide in and out effortlessly. 

Plus, with the LED tub light, users can check if their dishes are clean or dirty as it 

automatically illuminates when the dishwasher door is open. 

Visitors attending KBIS 2022 can tour LG’s full suite of products at booth C8101.  For 

more information on LG’s robust portfolio of home appliances including ranges, 

refrigerators, top-rated laundry innovations and air care products visit lg.com. 

# # # 

About LG Electronics USA 
LG Electronics USA, Inc., based in Englewood Cliffs, N.J., is the North American subsidiary of LG Elec-
tronics, Inc., a $63 billion global innovator in technology and manufacturing. In the United States, LG 
sells a wide range of innovative home appliances, home entertainment products, commercial displays, air 
conditioning systems, solar energy solutions and vehicle components. LG is a seven-time ENERGY 
STAR® Partner of the Year. The company’s commitment to environmental sustainability and its “Life’s 
Good” marketing theme encompass how LG is dedicated to people’s happiness by exceeding expectations 
today and tomorrow. www.LG.com. 
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Media Contacts: 

LG Electronics USA  
Christopher De Maria  
christopher.demaria@lge.com 
908.548.4515 

LG-One  
Devyn Doyle 
devyn.doyle@lg-one.com 
770.653.7239
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